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Abstract :  We give a formal proof of the power series expression in α  of ( ) ( )αζαζ += kssk ,,
For ,k<α  where ( )αζ ,s  is the Hurwitz zeta function and 0≥k  is an integer. We also show that for 
an integer 0≥r , the  power series expression of ( )αζ ,1 srrs∂∂ ),()(1 αζ sr=  can be obtained from that of 
( )αζ ,1 s  by term-by-term differentiation r times . Consequently, from the power series expression of 
( )αζ ,' m− (where 0≥m  is an integer ), we obtain rapidly decreasing series for ( ),12 +mζ  where 
( ) ( )1,ss ζζ = .We  obtain analogous series expressions in the case of Dirichlet L-series. Also using the 
power series ( in α ) of  ),( αζ sk , we give a unified  proof  of the  well-known classical identities on 
series involving )(sζ .
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                 Let  s= it+σ  be a complex variable, where σ and t are real. For complex  α  
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In author [3 ],  we have dealt  with the case k=1 and have shown that ),(1 αζ s  is an analytic 
function of α  for a fixed complex number s in the unit disc |α |<1  of complex  plane. We had 
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By choosing α  = ± ½  and α  = 1 there , we have obtained three identities involving )(sζ .
 However, Ramanujan [2] has  already  given the power series expression of 
ζ (s,1-α) without proof  and without elaborating  on it.
: 2 :
.                                                                                                           
             In this paper, our Theorem 1 below  extends this result to  ),( αζ sk  for any integer 1≥k  
in the disc α <k. As a consequence, we shall show that various identities involving ζ (s), are 
simple particular cases of the power series expression of kζ  (s,α ). In   fact, we can generate 
many more interesting identities involving ζ (s) by choosing various values of integer 1≥k and 
for each k by choosing integer values of α  with k<||α  or by choosing 21±=α . This will be 
clear from the following examples. There are some apparently unconnected identities 
involving )(sζ which are almost   of classical nature , namely      
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nζγ  where γ  is Euler’s constant.
                                 
            The first two identities have been stated in Titchmarsh’s book [ 5 ] , of which the 
first one has been reproduced there from Landau’s Handbuch and there, the second one 
has been attributed to Ramaswami.  We shall show that the above identities are all 
particular cases of our Theorem 1  below. Our Theorem 1 below shows that for a fixed complex 
number s, )(),( ss ζαζ − is an analytic function of the complex variable α  in the whole complex
plane with singularities at non-positive integers. Our Theorem 2 below shows that  for any 
: 3 :
integer ,0≥r the power  series of ),(),( 1
)(
1 αζαζ ss rrsr ∂∂= can be obtained by term-by-term 
differentiation  r  times, of the power series of ),(1 αζ s  with respect to s. More generally, this 
result can be obtained for ),,( αζ sksr
r
∂
∂ where k ≥ 1 is  an integer. Our Theorem 3 below evaluates 
),(' αζ m− for any integral 0≥m , in the same fashion  as we had obtained ),( αζ m− from the 
power series of ),(1 αζ s in author [4]. Here as elsewhere ,  dash denotes differentiation with 
respect to s. More generally for integral ),(,0 )( αζ sr r≥ will stand for ).,( αζ srrs∂∂ Incidentally,
 S. Ramanujan  has obtained power series expression for ),('1 αζ m− . (See entry 28(b) of 
Ramanujan’s Notebooks Part-I by B.C. Berndt [1]. But our approach  is completely different 
and we obtain Theorem 3 as a consequence of Theorem 2,which is important.
           Next, we state our Theorems and their corollaries.























k nss ζζ .
Corollary : We have for any integral 0≥m  and for a fixed integral 1≥k  and for a complex 
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Remarks : 1) Identity  I) follows by taking k=2, 1−=α  and by replacing s with (s-1).










Note that )()1,(2 ss ζζ =−  and. .1)()(2 −= ss ζζ
: 4 :
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2) Similarly identity  II) can be obtained by considering −,(1 sζ ½ ) and by observing 
    −,(1 sζ ½) )()12( ss ζ−= . 
3) Identity  III) can be obtained by considering )1,(1 sζ and by observing 
     1)()1,(1 −= ss ζζ and )()(1 ss ζζ = .
4) Identity IV) can be  obtained by considering )1,(2 sζ  and by noting 
   sss −−−= 21)()1,(2 ζζ  and  .1)()(2 −= ss ζζ
          Next, we state our Theorem 2.
Theorem 2 :   For an integer 0≥r  and  for a fixed complex s, αζ ,(1 srrs∂∂ ) is an analytic function 
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Note : For r = 2, we get the following corollary. 
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: 5 :
          As a consequence of Theorem 2, we get
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where empty sum stands for zero and γ  stands for Euler’s constant .









−+−=+Γ  for any complex number α with 1<α . 
Next , we give the proof of our Theorems.
Proof of Theorem 1 :  Our proof follows  closely the proof of  Theorem 1 of author [3],
 where we have dealt with ),( αζ sk  for k=1. For σ >1 and for  | ,| k<α consider  
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 converges absolutely and uniformly in every 
compact subset of the disc | k<|α when .1>σ  Hence consider β  such that o<| .| k<≤ βα
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knk sbs ααζ for any complex 
number s. 
Proof of Theorem 2 :  We have for ,1>σ   )(log)()1(),(
1
)(
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: 7 :
Next, we show that for a fixed complex number s, the series for ( ) ( )αζ ,1 sr  converges uniformly 
on every compact subset of the unit disc 1<α  . For this ,  we show that for each    with 
( ) ( ) ( ) kr
rk
k kssdr αζ +≤≤ −
≥
∑  ,0  converges  uniformly on every compact subset of the disc 
1<α . Consider the compact subset on which  1<≤ βα  . For simplicity, we consider a  fixed 
s  with  Re  s  > 1 . Consider 
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Next consider ( )∑
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              Note that ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )! 1........1! 1.......11 i isssi isssi isa −++−++− ≤=   so that 
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Thus for a fixed s, ( ) ( )αζ ,1 sr  is an analytic function of α  in the unit disc 1<α  and hence
: 8 :







sAr kks ααζ  , where ( ) ( )( ) 01 , =∂∂∂∂= αα αζ ssA rrkk sk
We shall show for any complex number s, that ( )( ) ( )( ) 0101 ,, =∂∂∂∂=∂∂∂∂ = αααα αζαζ ss kkrrrrkk ss
This will prove our contention that the power series for ( ) ( )αζ ,1 sr  can be obtained by  r  times
term-by-term differentiation ( with respect to s) of the power series  
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) n
n

































 for any integer  1≥n  , 
we have for ( )( ) ( )( ) 0101 ,,,1 =∂∂∂∂=∂∂∂∂ => αααα αζαζσ ss kkrrrrkk ss
Note that either side is an analytic function of s and thus being equal for 1>σ , the equality 
follows for any complex 1≠s ..
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where dash over the bracket as elsewhere denotes differentiation with respect to s. Next we obtain   
),,('1 αζ m− where m>1 is an integer. 
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Consider ( ) msnsnsss −=+−++ '))()1)....(1( ζ  for n=m+1. 
                                                                                  
This is equal to ( ) ( ) msms msmsmsssmsmsss −=−= +++−++=++++ ))1()()1)....(1(()1())....(1( '' ζζ  
( ) ( ) msms msmsmsss −=−= +++⋅−+++ ')1()()1)....(1( ζ
: 9 :
Note for owmsmsms →=+++−= lim)1()(, ζ 1)1( =+wwζ and 
( ) ( ) ,)1((lim)1()( ' γζζ =+=+++
→
wwmsms dwdow   the Euler’s constant . 
Thus 
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Now for 2+≥ mn , ( ) ( ) msms nsnsssnsnsss −=−= +−++=+−++ )(')1)...(1(()()1)...(1( ' ζζ
+ ( ) ( ) mnmn nsnsssnsnsss −=−= +−++=+−++ ))()1)...(1(())(.)1)...(1(( '' ζζ ,
since ( ) msnsnsss −=+−++ )()1)...(1( 'ζ  vanishes as it has a vanishing factor s+m for each n> m+2.
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where we have written n-m=k.

























































































































































































































sss −+= ααζαζ  we get  ),('log),(' 1 αζαααζ ss s +−= −  
and the proof  follows for m> 1.






















From the fact that log ),,('2
)( αζ
pi
α o=Γ  where )(αΓ denotes gamma function, and the fact that 
: 11 :
),()1( ααα Γ=+Γ we get the  power series for log )1( +Γ α as in the corollary above.
Following our Theorem 3 and Lemma 3 of author [4] , we get the following Theorem 4. 




















































2 ζζζ pipi  
II) For an integer 2≥q , let ( )qmodχ  be a primitive , even character and let 0≥m  be an 
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III) Let (modχ  q) be an odd, primitive character, where 2≥q  is an integer and let 1≥m
be an integer. Then we have
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